
Automated reporting
with just one click 
Popdock communicates automatically between your web 
applications so you can focus on your most important tasks

Track performance. Discover insights.  
Link unrelated data sets, including data from unique applications, while 
filtering and grouping the data you need within the system you work in daily.

Popdock enables collaboration with data controls, ensuring safe and 
effective access across the ecosystem. With data access, every interaction 
can be relevant, addressable, and measurable. 

Goodbye Reporting Silos 
A modern business uses more than 15 different software applications. 
Manual reports are highly subject to errors and inaccuracies. 

Popdock integrates all your data from on-premises and cloud applications 
into a single app – in real time. 

Popdock is the answer for all your integrated BI and daily reporting needs.

Seamlessly connect your business apps. 

Self-Service BI and Reporting for Everyone.

Connect
Link to data with connectors 
and templates. 
Combine and merge data from 
multiple applications. 
Eliminate data silos – solve for 
data scattered across 
platforms.

Embed and Display
Accessible data – Embed data 
where you need it
Self-service BI and reporting 
real-time queries 
Data driven-action reporting 

Marketing Professionals
View your data where you work. You are 
busy. You do a little bit of everything. 

Find all your data where you need it. 

Small to mid-size businesses
Help everyone at your organization to engage 
directly with the data they need. 

Make it easier for your more people to explore 
and share reports.

IT Managers 
Reduce reliance on IT for reporting and data 
requests.

Enable your end users, while protecting 
sensitive data with real-time security.

Personalize
Customizable report filters, 
Group and sort multiple 
sources
Cross-reference and easy 
exporting

Explore Data
Actionable data complete tasks 
without logging into the native 
application(s). 
Self-service analytics create 
data-driven culture across 
entire organization

Learn how companies across industries are using business data 
solutions to enable more people to work and share insights. 
www.popdock.com


